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Opinion
As in my last communication in the field of Space Science 

I claimed and agreed with the postulate, phenomenon and 
hypothesis of existence of “Parallel Universes” called in lucid and 
brief word “Multiverse” can be defined in another word is “ Set/
Collection of ALL Universes” with some references, concepts and 
Déjà vu examples. But again we have question mark on the basis 
of some expert observations and purposed space theories which 
claims Not a single Multiverse or Multiverse is not a final existence 
of ALL and again researches in space science open new door to 
explore more where Astrophysicist, learners, practitioners and 
researchers not only purposed Multiverse is not final existence 
of ALL space elements and we have instead of single Multiverse 
several “Multiverses or several sets of parallel universes” but also 
forms, laws, forces, formation, reactions, forces and nature would 
be different from one another and Nine new types of Multiverse 
defined as “Quilted Multiverse, Inflationary Multiverse, Brane 
Multiverse, Cyclic Multiverse, Landscape Multiverse, Quantum 
Multiverse, Holographic Multiverse, Simulated Multiverse and 
Ultimate Multiverse”. Hence with further collecting all these types 
of Multiverses what form final called “Omniverse”. In other word 
several supposed co-existing multiverses. Where I would like to 
define as “Omniverse is a collection or super set or ultimate set 
of every single Universe, Multiverse, Megaverse, Dimension and 
Realm with all Omniversal substance’s like matters, anti-matters, 
black holes, worm holes, white holes and dark energy in single  

 
confined group”. Now if after defined someone raised question to 
me is there further possibility? And the answer is Big No, because 
this is the “Point of No Self-creation” at this stage Omniverse 
means in contrast up to the this final expansion of space called 
“Omniverse” is the “Point of Self-creation” with ALL possibilities 
and forms asteroids, planets, stars, energy stars, solar systems, 
galaxies, milky ways, black holes, nova, supernova, interstellar 
space, clusters, super clusters, universes, multiverses, megaverses 
to finally last at point “Omniverse: The Final Existence”. To know 
after Omniverse just like to try to find someone who death 
analogically, because no one knows what after death and if knew 
unable to share with us. If we are looking in hierarchical order of 
all these elements our solar system and again in our solar system 
planet earth just like a tiny particle and this is the only reality. 
Here from lowest like stars, planets, solar systems, superclusters 
to biggest elements like universe, multiverse, Megaverse and 
finally Omniverse just based on frequencies, lights, matters, anti-
matters, dark energy, forces, laws and vibrations. Hence from 
existence small entity like us Humankind to final set “Omniverse” 
we all made-up of same building blocks and in motion with same 
frequencies, laws, forces and vibrations and answer of them lies in 
theory of relativity, space and time, space and light-years, string 
theory, quantum mechanics and finally in “Theory of Everything”. 
Hence explore space to explore our existence to answer unsolved 
question of life and space.
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